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Yak Itae

Yak Itae is a player character played by cockroach.

Yak Itae

Species & Gender: Minkan Male
Date of Birth: 35日 9月 YE 20
Organization: Yamatai Star Empire
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: None

Preferred Plots:

Kaiyō1.

Physical Description

Yak is muscular and stocky at 5’8. Yak also has tanned skin with a collection of small scars from a
lifetime of physical activity. He has amber colored eyes that have a slight slope to them. His human style
ears stick out slightly from his head. He has black buzz cut hair.

Personality

Yak is a soldier. Through and through he believes in the Empire of Yamatai but isn’t afraid to point out
issues in its leaders if it goes against what he believes would be best. He wishes to become a leader of
soldiers so that he can more aptly steer the direction of the nation. However he is content with his place
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on the line with his fellow man. He abhors laziness and believes every moment should be spent
productively. He has a tendency to bite his lip and dig his nails into his palms when thinking. He is slow to
anger but once he is there is no stopping him. Brave in the line of duty but cautious in planning. He has
few relations with other people due to his intensive preparation for the soldiers life. However he was
close to his father who also served before he died. He is polite to most other people but tends to try to
end the conversation quickly considering it non-productive.

History

Yak Itae was born in YE 20 in the city of Geshrinopolis, Yamatai (Planet). Yak’s early childhood was
dictated by his father’s military service. From the beginning his father and him moved about often. When
his father could not take him where he was going Yak was sent to a boarding school. During the times of
leave or injury Yak’s father told him stories of the empires great heros. When Yak properly went to school
he did poorly in most subjects except for history and any physical activity. Recognizing his physical
abilities early Yak begin to hone those skills. Despite his involvement and success with any kind of sport
he did not become particularly popular. Partly because of his lackluster intelligence but more so because
he despised small talk and fruitless activity. So whenever someone approached and attempted to
associate themselves with him he would maintain politeness but would seek to end conversations quickly
sp he could get back to more productive work. Yak knew he would join the military by the time he turned
13 but his resolve was hardened when his father was killed in a pirate raid only two years later. From that
point on he focused purely on ways to make himself useful to the military eventually enlisting and
becoming an infantryman.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Yak Itae has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Demolitions
Fighting
Physical

Social Connections

CHARACTER name is connected to:

Sionin Itae (Father)
Unknown (Mother)
Namach Kale (Friend)
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Inventory & Finance

Yak Itae has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Yak Itae currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This article was created on 2019/10/02 16:05 using the namespace template.

In the case cockroach becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Yak Itae
Character Owner cockroach
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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